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Jung and Adler, to mark their wide differences of opinion, to
take account of the strictures of their best informed critics, and
indeed their violent strictures of one another,1 and then to
examine the rather jejune attempts to base educational theory
upon psycho-analysis.
Necessity of The science to which educational theory most
psychology to obviously stands indebted is the science of
education psychology. This indebtedness, which was
never more in evidence than at the present day,
has been acknowledged from early times. It is amply acknow-
ledged, for example, in the whole treatment of the subject
of education in Plato's Republic. "It may seem perhaps,"
says a distinguished expositor of that great treatise on
education, "that a disproportionate space has been given
to what belongs not to education but to psychology. But it is
just the inseparableness of the two that is so characteristic of
Plato's treatment, and whatever we may think of his analysis of
the soul in its details, we shall hardly escape the conclusion that
some such analysis is an indispensable condition of a really
rational theory of education; in other words, that neither a
state nor an individual can undertake to educate in a systematic
way unless they start with some idea, not only of what they
wish to teach, but also of the living being to whom the matter
to be taught is relative, and upon whom the given character is
to be impressed. The * practical' man who believes in 'results'
will be disposed to regard such psychological considerations as
fanciful or far-fetched. And yet the most fatally unpractical
thing in the world is to go on testing methods by results which
take every factor into account, except the one upon which, the
whole result ultimately depends. That factor in man is the
human mind .. „ and to discuss what kinds of education arc
1 E.g. Jung says of Freud: **My scientific conscience would not allow
me to subcribe to [his] almost fanatical doctrine [of sex], based upon a
one-sided and, therefore, false interpretation of the facts." (Contribu-*
tions to Analytical Psychology, p. 331.)

